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President Trahan Asks Why Russia Is So Lenient On Child Exploitation

The Difficult But Eye-Opening Story About What Led To This Question Being Asked By Primary Candidate
Trahan

LOS ANGELES - May 4, 2022 - PRLog -- During these times, President Trahan is consistently
researching a string of mysterious incidents, and he has a series of rather concerning questions for you.

President says, "After researching, I've been pondering an array of outlandish possibilities and asking
myself a lot of questions. Like, why does everybody seem to be so concerned with Russia for all the wrong
reasons? Or, why is no one asking how come Russia is allegedly so lenient on child exploitation websites?
And not to mention, why are so many officers in their country very knowledgable with these criminal's
profiles that fit the shoe for this type of content creator, yet, they aren't taking affirmative action? These
sites in question are still openly online and they are not very hard to find. But, how can I point the finger at
their local officers when our local officers and other nefarious officials seem to be inactive in our own
country about the same exact issues? They already know who's doing the dirt, and there is a lot of
protection for them by officers and officials. However, this is not necessarily true about every county or
area in America, cuz, things are definitely changing. And even still I ask you if the Ukrainian deep state war
going on has anything to do with any of this? What do you think?"

Trahan adds, "Yes, there indubiously seems to be a lot of controversy about Russia these days, and at the
same time, there's also a lot about overturning Roe Versus Wade having something to do with why you
should vote one party over the other. But, now we, as a species, are also exploiting indigenous youth who
identify as transgender for that same political agenda? I don't get it. Should I? Am I the only one noticing
that all the pressure to openly debate filth–nasty topics like child exploitation and infantcide has made a lot
of people suicidal these days, and they're actually going through with it too? I just want to point out, yet
again, that the pressure coming from marxist bastards to isolate oneself, and that the promotion of someone
being an introvert through memes on social medias, has led to suicide. Suicide prevention is self–made.
Where's all the other Certified Life Coaches at when it comes to what I'm saying here? I'm seeing a lot of
exploitation from traffickers. They're not preying just on children of a certain gender or nationality, but on
the minds and hearts of families everywhere. This is a political agenda, whether you choose to believe that
or not. And this is something that needs to be acknowledged."

Learn More: https://PresidentTrahan.com
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